DUBAI POLICE COMMAND CENTER

Roomdimensions, through its local partner, has been
adjudicated the new Dubai Police Command Center,
providing a global solution for the operational
environment, which includes the space design as well
as the supply of the technical furniture and ergonomic
solutions for the operators. The LAN console range
has been used for the project, since it offers an
excellent design with innovative features, allowing a
perfectly neat workpost with all the necessary
technological components.
In addition, the 24x / CXO chairs are integrated by the
manufacturer Nightingale. CXO chairs are the best
technical solution for continuous operations
environments, providing a high degree of comfort and
adaptability to the user. It is considered appropriate to
plan the workstations as such to be able to integrate
the audiovisual and computer equipment required by
each operator for his daily work, more specifically up
to 4 PCs and 2 monitors of 24" per each operator. The
console disposes of PC compartments with
connectivity points integrated into its structure for the
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location of computer equipment, providing for
an efficient cable management.
Various accessories are added to each work
post, such as hinged covers integrated in the
worksurfaces, facilitating the access of the
operator to the connectivity points located in
the inside of central cable duct, optimizing at
maximum the work space of each operator.
The points to be considered are as follows:
- Create a structure which enables an active
management
of
all
workstations
simultaneously, ensuring that the structured
cabling runs continuously throughout all work
posts.
- Create an area within each operations post for
the location of the connectivity elements.
1. Position of the operators-Ergonomic 24x7 chair:
- Adjustable elements in contact with the body.
- Breathable materials.
- Height adjustable headrests.
- Certified with the FNEW 83-269E regulation.

2. Work stations
- Made of highly resistant materials.
- Allow a perfect organization of the cabling
infrastructure.
- Ensure a perfect location for the electronic
and PC equipment of the users.
- Location of power and data sockets.
- Guarantee a quick access to the wiring area.
- Allow a correct disposition of the ergonomic
elements.
- Enable the dynamic entry and exit of the
structured cabling from the work surfaces to
the inside of the structures.
SCOPE OF THE PROJECT:
1. Main Command Centre:
3x LAN console configuration for 6 operators
- 36x double articulated monitor supports.
- 18x ergonomic chairs 24x7 CXO.
- 4x printer & filling modules of 1000mm.
2. Workstation Area
4x LAN consoles for 2 operators
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The console itself
counts as an
organizational
element, ensuring
that the workplace
is perfectly ordered
at all times, with
each element
occupying its
specific place within
the technical
furniture.

- 8x double articulated monitor supports
- 8x ergonomic chairs 24x7 CXO
3. Supervisor Area
1x LAN console configuration for 1 Supervisor
- 1x individual articulated monitor support
- 1x ergonomic chairs 24x7 CXO
- 2x printer & filling modules of 1000mm

Nightingale Chair’s CXO model
have been carefully chosen for
the project. A 24x7 comfort is
essential for the operators.

4. Crisis Room
1x LAN console configuration for 11 operators
- 1x pop-up monitor 17,3”
- 11x ergonomic chairs 24x7 EXO.

